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[1] A unique and extensive data set of cirrus properties collected on 13 July 2002
during CRYSTAL-FACE provides the framework for simulations using cloud models to
interpret the observations and to develop recommendations for microphysical
parameterizations in large-scale models. Several outstanding issues in the simulations of
cirrus clouds are addressed using detailed bin-resolving and bulk microphysics models. A
new heterogeneous ice nucleation formulation based on extended classical theory with
simultaneous dependence on temperature and saturation ratio is applied for the first time to
thin tropopause cirrus. The simulated cloud microphysical properties are similar to
observations, suggesting that tropopause cirrus may potentially form as a result of
heterogeneous immersion freezing of internally mixed aerosols serving as ice nuclei (IN).
The potential for mixed aerosols to serve as IN in tropopause cirrus is consistent with
measurements of comparable amounts of soluble and insoluble material in cirrus residues
and aerosols during CRYSTAL-FACE. Simulations using homogeneous nucleation
theory are also able to produce comparable microphysical properties if the heterogeneous
mode is turned off; hence the homogeneous mode cannot be excluded if insoluble material
capable of serving as IN is not available. The calculated critical ice supersaturation for
the onset of heterogeneous nucleation at these cold temperatures (�200 K) was
70–80% (for the assumed aerosol nucleation parameters) and 15–20% higher for
homogeneous nucleation. The calculated supersaturation relaxation time ranged from
�1–2 hours in the center of the cloud to 3–6 hours near the boundaries, which may
explain the high values of ice supersaturation (30–80%) observed in this cloud. Analysis
of the supersaturation budget showed that supersaturation was generally nonequilibrium,
and relaxation from the initial critical values to near equilibrium occurred only after
several hours. The bulk model was able to simulate this case and in particular the slow
crystal growth and large supersaturation because of its detailed treatment of ice nucleation
and supersaturation. The fraction of condensed ice relative to excess vapor predicted by
both models was 40–60% for several hours, indicating that bulk models with zero
supersaturation (instantaneous condensation of all excess vapor) would substantially
overpredict the ice water path and optical thickness.
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1. Introduction

[2] Cirrus clouds play an important role in the Earth’s
climate system by trapping outgoing longwave radiation
(greenhouse effect) and reflecting solar radiation (albedo
effect). High, thin cirrus cover a significant portion of the
globe [e.g., Lynch and Sassen, 2002; Comstock et al.,
2002]. The greenhouse effect associated with these high,
thin clouds is typically stronger than the albedo effect
because of their low radiative temperature and small optical
thickness; radiative transfer calculations show that these
clouds have a net warming effect on the top of the
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atmosphere (TOA) and within the atmosphere, but a net
cooling effect on the surface [e.g., Chen et al., 2000; Del
Genio, 2002]. However, these warming and cooling effects
are uncertain since the microphysical and thus radiative
properties of thin cirrus are not well characterized. Accurate
knowledge of the cloud microphysical characteristics is also
needed to assess the role of cirrus in dehydration of the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere [e.g., Jensen et
al., 1996; Gettelman et al., 2002], since these characteristics
determine the rate of water vapor absorption and crystal fall
speed.
[3] With recent advances in computational capability,

cloud-scale and large-scale models are now able to incor-
porate sophisticated microphysics parameterizations for
studying microphysical processes in cirrus. Detailed bin-
resolving schemes [e.g., Jensen et al., 1994, 1996, 2001,
2004, 2005; Khvorostyanov, 1995; Khvorostyanov and
Sassen, 1998a, 1998b, 2002; Gu and Liou, 2000;
Khvorostyanov et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2002; Fridlind et
al., 2004] explicitly model the crystal size spectra that
determine crystal growth rates, sedimentation, and optical
properties. In climate and weather prediction models, how-
ever, the need for computational efficiency precludes the
use of bin-resolving schemes for modeling the cloud mi-
crophysics. Therefore large-scale models typically employ
bulk microphysics schemes that predict mixing ratios of
various water species (e.g., cloud droplets, ice). Double-
moment bulk schemes have recently been developed [e.g.,
Ferrier, 1994; Harrington et al., 1995; Meyers et al., 1997;
Girard and Curry, 2001;Morrison et al., 2005a] that predict
the number concentrations of hydrometeors in addition to
the mixing ratio, which allows additional degrees of free-
dom in predicting the microphysical processes and cloud
radiative properties. However, since microphysical process-
es in cirrus are not well understood, their parameterization
in bulk schemes is uncertain.
[4] To improve our understanding of cirrus microphysical

properties and processes and our capability to simulate them
in cloud-scale and large-scale models, the Cirrus Regional
Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers–Florida Area
Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE) was conducted in
the south Florida region during July 2002 [Jensen et al.,
2004, 2005]. CRYSTAL-FACE used several research air-
craft and ground-based remote sensors to provide cloud
microphysical and chemical measurements from the bound-
ary layer to the stratosphere. These observations have
highlighted several noteworthy features associated with thin
cirrus that form near the tropopause that should be taken
into account in cloud-scale and large-scale models: (1)
presence of comparable amounts of soluble and insoluble
material in cirrus ice residue [Cziczo et al., 2004], (2) small
crystals of long duration that are associated with relatively
high reflectivity [Baumgardner et al., 2005; Garrett et al.,
2003] and slow sedimentation [Jensen et al., 2005], and (3)
very high ice supersaturation up to 50–70% that lasts for
several hours [Gao et al., 2004; Jensen et al., 2004, 2005].
[5] These three issues provide significant challenges to

modeling cirrus clouds. The observation of mixed aerosol
particles possibly acting as ice nuclei challenges the treat-
ment of heterogeneous nucleation in cloud-scale and large-
scale models. The combination of small crystals and high
ice supersaturation challenges the parameterization of ice

crystal diffusional growth and the manner in which cloud
supersaturation is modeled. Issues related to treatment of ice
nucleation, ice crystal diffusional growth, and cirrus cloud
supersaturation provide the focus for this paper. First, we
interpret the features described above (e.g., nucleation, slow
crystal growth, high supersaturation) using a detailed bin-
resolving microphysics model to simulate a thin cirrus
observed near the tropopause on 13 July 2002 during
CRYSTAL-FACE. Second, we simulate this cloud using a
bulk microphysics model and evaluate the results against
the bin model to assess the potential capability of the bulk
model for simulating thin cirrus in climate and weather
prediction models.

2. Brief Description of the Models

[6] Two different cloud models were used in the simu-
lations. The common features of both models include
detailed parameterization of the ice nucleation process and
explicit calculation of supersaturation tendency. The differ-
ence between the two models is in the representation of the
crystal size spectra. The first model is based on the spectral
bin representation of the size spectra and is hereafter called
the ‘‘bin model.’’ The second model is based on the
parameterization of the size spectra as gamma distributions,
hereafter referred to as the ‘‘bulk model.’’ The bulk model
predicts two moments of the size distribution for each
hydrometeor class (i.e., mixing ratio and number concen-
tration) and includes detailed treatment of the supersatura-
tion and ice nucleation.
[7] Both models use a similar 1-D single column frame-

work, with specified vertical velocity and upper and lower
boundary conditions. Both models include prognostic equa-
tions for temperature T, specific humidity q and supersatu-
ration d, along with parameterizations for radiative transfer
and surface heat and moisture exchange with the underlying
surface. The 1-D framework and parameterizations for the
bin model are described by Khvorostyanov et al. [2001, and
references therein]. The 1-D framework and parameteriza-
tions for the bulk model are described by Morrison et al.
[2005b].
[8] Since the focus of this paper is on the microphysical

schemes, these are described in some detail for each of
models (in sections 2.1 and 2.2). Additionally, three key
components of both models that distinguish them from other
models are considered below in more detail: ice nucleation
(section 2.3), crystal growth rate (2.4), and supersaturation
budget (2.5).

2.1. Bin Model

[9] The explicit cloud microphysics model has been
under development for more than 30 years and has been
applied to all major cloud types (boundary layer and frontal
St-Sc, deep multiplayer orographic systems, deep convec-
tion with cirrus outflow, see review by Khvorostyanov
[1995, and references therein]). This model is based on
the two prognostic kinetic equations for the droplet and
crystal size spectra that describe condensation following
Khvorostyanov [1995], Khvorostyanov and Sassen [1998a,
2002], and Khvorostyanov et al. [2001, 2003]. The ice
crystal size is approximated using the radius of the volume
equivalent sphere, and crystal habits can be accounted for
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by a ratio of the major and minor axis as described below. In
this case, the liquid phase is absent and the kinetic equation
for the crystal size distribution functions fi(z, t, ri) can be
written as:

@fi z; t; rið Þ
@t

þ @

@z
w� vi rið Þ½ �fi ¼

@

@z
kz
@fi
@z

þ @fi
@t

� �
nucl

� @

@ri
_rifið Þ þ @fi

@t

� �
ag

: ð1Þ

Here z is the vertical coordinate, t time, ri crystal radius,
vi(ri) terminal velocity, kz the coefficient of vertical turbulent
diffusion, and w the vertical velocity. The last three terms on
the right-hand side of (1) describe the following micro-
physical processes: nucleation, deposition or sublimation,
and aggregation. The nucleation and deposition processes
for ice are parameterized as described below, the others are
described by Khvorostyanov [1995] and Khvorostyanov et
al. [2001, 2003]. The model accounts for 30 size classes for
the crystal and droplet size spectra, each class with its own
terminal velocity and rates of each process. In simulations
of the 13 July case, we have chosen a particle size range
from 0.1 to 150 mm on the basis of preliminary test runs and
comparison with observations (see section 4).
[10] After calculating the particle size distribution func-

tions, moments of the size distribution such as ice water
content (IWC), concentrations Ni, mean radii, values of the
radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter, optical properties,
and the integral terminal velocities are easily calculated. The
bin model participated in a recent project on cirrus models
intercomparison [Starr et al., 2000], and produced the bulk
cloud properties in the middle of the range produced by the
other models.

2.2. Bulk Model

[11] The bulk microphysics model described by Morrison
et al. [2005a] predicts the number concentration and mixing
ratio of four hydrometeor species; however, for the cirrus
simulations described here, only the cloud (small) ice
category is predicted because of the cold temperatures and
small crystal sizes. The particle size distribution is repre-
sented by the gamma function:

f Dð Þ ¼ N0D
p exp �lDð Þ; ð2Þ

where D is the crystal diameter, p is the spectral index, N0 is
the intercept, and l is the slope. N0 and l are functions of
the hydrometeor number concentration and mixing ratio
while p is specified. The parameter p determines the spectral
width (larger values of p imply a narrower distribution) and
thus impacts the spectral moments and the parameterized
microphysical processes, particularly the depositional
growth rate (see section 4). In our simulations, p is varied
between 0 and 3. The mixing ratio and number concentra-
tion of cloud ice are impacted by aggregation, sedimenta-
tion, nucleation, and vapor deposition/sublimation. The
nucleation and vapor deposition parameterization are
described below; otherwise, the formulations are given by
Morrison et al. [2005a].

2.3. Nucleation

[12] The heterogeneous and homogeneous ice nucleation
processes are evaluated in both models using classical

equations for the nucleation rates [Fletcher, 1962;
Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, hereinafter referred to as
PK97], which is expressed in terms of the critical radius
and free energy of an ice germ. The critical free energy for
heterogeneous freezing is a function of several aerosol
nucleation parameters: contact parameter m = cos q (q is
the contact angle at the solution-substrate interface), misfit
strain (elastic strain caused by mismatch between the ice
germ and substrate), and relative area of active sites (relative
area on substrate with m = 1). We note that values for these
parameters are not well characterized for aerosol particles
acting as IN, and may vary from particle to particle within a
distribution. The heterogeneous nucleation rate depends
upon the size of the insoluble substrate, and hence is a
function of the aerosol size and insoluble fraction.
[13] The critical radius and energy are calculated follow-

ing Khvorostyanov and Curry [2000, 2004a, 2004b, 2005,
hereinafter referred to as KC00, KC04a, KC04b, and
KC05, respectively] for the heterogeneous mode and
Khvorostyanov and Sassen [1998c, hereinafter referred to
as KS98c] for the homogeneous mode. These schemes are
based upon application and extension of classical nucleation
theory and express the critical radius and energy (and hence
nucleation rate) as a function of both temperature T and
water saturation ratio (or relative humidity with respect to
ice, RHI). The difference between the two processes is that
heterogeneous freezing is favored by the catalyzing action
of an insoluble substrate immersed within a haze particle,
which reduces the temperature and humidity thresholds for
freezing. In this respect, the model [KC00, KC04a, KC04b]
is conceptually close to the parameterizations of heteroge-
neous ice nucleation in the work by DeMott et al. [1997,
1998]. Despite the uncertainties described above, detailed
comparisons of the heterogeneous and homogeneous freez-
ing modes in a parcel model showed that both modes at low
cirrus temperatures produce crystal concentrations compa-
rable to each other [KC05] and to those produced in the
other parcel models used in the Cirrus Parcel Model
Comparison Project (CPMCP [Lin et al., 2002]).
[14] An important consequence of the equations for the

critical radius and free energy associated with both homo-
geneous [KS98c] and heterogeneous nucleation [KC00,
KC04a, KC04b] is the existence of an analytic RHI thresh-
olds, RHIth, which represent the minimum values of RHI
required for nucleation (following thermodynamic require-
ments). Expressions are also derived in [KC04a] for the
critical RHI (RHIcr) at which noticeable nucleation occurs
with nucleation rates of 10�3 to 1 s�1. RHIcr is about 8–
12% higher than the threshold RHIth. These RHIcr agree
with the parameterizations of Sassen and Dodd [1988,
1989], Heymsfield and Miloshevich [1995], and Koop et
al. [2000] for homogeneous nucleation, as shown by
[KC04a, KC04b]. Results described in section 4 show that
the differences between the critical humidities for hetero-
geneous and homogeneous nucleation are close to Zuberi et
al. [2002]. Note that values of RHIcr depend upon temper-
ature, the mode of nucleation, and the aerosol properties,
and tend to vary widely between homogeneous and hetero-
geneous modes as will be discussed further in section 4.
[15] Heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleations are

calculated independently based upon the thermodynamic
equations associated with each mode and assumed aerosol
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properties. Heterogeneous nucleation is assumed to occur
on deliquescent mixed (containing both soluble and insol-
uble fractions) CCN, while homogeneous nucleation is
assumed to occur on fully soluble aerosols. Evaluation of
nucleation in a polydisperse ensemble of haze particles
requires knowledge of their concentration and aerosol size
spectra. A simple analytical model by Khvorostyanov and
Curry [1999] for the size spectra of deliquescent fully
soluble CCN was used for homogeneous nucleation, and
an approximation for the size distribution of the insoluble
fraction was used for heterogeneous nucleation as described
by KC04a and KC05. These size spectra were normalized
to the aerosol concentration taken from experimental data
as described in section 3.

2.4. Crystal Growth Rate

[16] The crystal growth rate, dri/dt, which can be written
in a form equivalent to the dm/dt from PK97 with account
for the kinetic correction b to the growth rate:

dri

dt
¼ Dvkfidira

Girix ri þ bð Þ : ð3Þ

Here di = q � qsi(T) is the specific ice supersaturation, q
and qsi(T) are the specific humidity and saturated specific
humidity with respect to ice, Dv is the vapor diffusivity,
kfi = Ci/ri is the shape factor (Ci is the capacitance of the
crystal), ra and ri are the densities of air and ice, x is the
crystal axes ratio, and Gi is the psychrometric correction
(Gi � 1 under cirrus conditions). For the relatively small
(ri < 15–25 mm) spherical crystals as those observed
during the CRYSTAL-FACE campaign [Baumgardner et
al., 2005], Ci = ri, x = 1, and (3) can be rewritten for the
radius growth rate

dri

dt
¼ Dvdira

ri þ bð ÞGiri
: ð4Þ

[17] The kinetic correction b(ad) = 4Dv/adVw, depends
inversely on the thermal velocity Vw of water vapor mole-
cules and on the deposition coefficient ad. The experimen-
tally measured range of ad is 0.005 to 1 [Hobbs, 1974;
Stephens, 1983; PK97], but the experimental data on ad are
contradictive, often indicating substantially different values
for the same temperature and pressure. The measured values
of ad are higher for pure ice and substantially decrease in
the presence of impurities, which are always abundant in
haze particles.
[18] The values of ad used in the Cirrus Parcel Models

Comparison Project (CPMCP) varied in different models
from 1 (AMES model [Jensen et al., 1994]), to 0.1 (GSFC
model [Lin et al., 2002], and U. Michigan model (Liu et al.,
as described by Lin et al. [2002])), to 0.04 (CSU model
[DeMott et al., 1994]) (see review and comparison by Lin et
al. [2002]), and down to 10�3 in the work by Gierens et al.
[2003]. Because of this uncertainty of ad, its values were
varied in our simulations as described in section 4. Under
conditions considered here (T � 200 K, p � 150 mb, Vw �
500 m s�1), the values of the kinetic corrections are:
b(ad = 1) 	 0.7 mm, b(ad = 0.07) 	 10 mm (ad close to
the models of GSFC and U. Michigan), and b(ad = 0.035) 	

20 mm (ad close to CSU model). The sensitivity of the
simulations in this range of ad is tested in section 4.

2.5. Supersaturation Equation

[19] Following Khvorostyanov and Sassen [1998a],
Khvorostyanov et al. [2001], Morrison et al. [2005a], and
KC05, we use a form of supersaturation equation that
expresses the sink term via the supersaturation and its
characteristic relaxation time:

ddi
dt

¼ � di
tsi b; kfi

� �þ @qsi
@T

ga wþ wradð Þ; ð5Þ

where t is time, w is the vertical velocity, ga is the dry
adiabatic lapse rate, and the ‘‘effective radiative velocity’’
wrad = (1/ga)(@T/@t)rad (with (@T/@t)rad being the radiative
heating rate) accounts for the radiative effects on super-
saturation and on the growth rates of individual crystals.
The first and second terms here describe supersaturation
relaxation and generation respectively, and tsi(b, kfi) is the
generalized supersaturation relaxation time

tsi b; kfi
� �

¼ 4pDvkfi

Z1

0

r2i
ri þ b

fidri

0
@

1
A

�1

: ð6Þ

Our previous derivations did not account for the kinetic
correction, implicitly assuming b = 0.
[20] For the diffusion regime (i.e., when the kinetic

correction b is much smaller than the radii near the
maximum in the integrand in (6), b � ri), tsi(b, kfi) is
inversely proportional to the first moment of the size
spectrum and (6) reduces to the expression:

tsi;dif ¼ 4pkfiDvNc�ri
� ��1

: ð7Þ

For spheroids, kfi < 1 and tsi is larger than for the spherical
drops; that is, the greater the nonsphericity of the crystals,
the slower the crystals absorb vapor.
[21] In the kinetic regime (small ri or smallad), when ri� b

for all ri in (6), it reduces to

tsi;kin b; kfi
� �

¼ b
4pDvkfi

Z1

0

r2i fidri

0
@

1
A

�1

¼ 1

padVwkfiAs

; ð8Þ

where As =

Z 1

0

ri
2 fi dri is the crystals surface area per unit

volume (surface area density). For this case, tsi grows with
decreasing deposition coefficient and As and with crystal
nonsphericity.
[22] The supersaturation evolution can be illustrated with

a solution to equation (5):

di tð Þ ¼ di;cr T ; Jhetð Þe�t=tsi þ di;eq 1� e�t=tsi

 �

: ð9Þ

Here di,cr(T, Jhet) is the ice critical supersaturation that
depends on the nucleation rate Jhet and temperature T and is
related to the critical saturation ratio Si,cr derived by KC04a
as

di;cr ¼ qsi Si;cr � 1
� �

: ð10Þ
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The quantity di,eq in (9) is the equilibrium supersaturation

di;eq ¼
@qsi
@T

ga wþ wradð Þtsi b; kfi
� �

; ð11Þ

which would exist under condition of equilibrium ddi/dt �
0, that is, if the two terms would be balanced on the right-
hand side in (5), ensuring the balance between super-
saturation generation and absorption. The analytical solu-
tion (9) quantitatively describes the two important features
of supersaturation in a cirrus cloud: (1) After nucleation, its
value is intermediate between the critical and equilibrium
values, which are the upper and lower limits respectively,
and (2) the rate of transition between these two limits is
determined by the relaxation time tis. These features will be
illustrated in more detail in section 4.

3. Model Initialization and Forcing

[23] The computational domain in both models consists
of the layer from 12 to 18 km that encompasses the cirrus
layer observed on 13 July during CRYSTAL-FACE. Both
models include 61 vertical levels with 100 m resolution and
a 1 s time step, which allows for dynamic adjustment in the
supersaturation occurring immediately after the onset of
nucleation.

3.1. Initial Temperature and Humidity

[24] We utilize temperature and water vapor profiles
measured by the WB-57 for model initialization similar to
modeling study of Jensen et al. [2005]. Figure 1 shows
temperature profiles obtained from the WB-57 during
2145 to 2230 UTC measured by platinum resistor sensors
[Stickney et al., 1981] and the sonde launched at 2044 UTC

on 13 July from Miami, Florida. The sounding data located
tens of km from the aircraft profiles are �0.5–2�C colder
than the WB-57 profiles in the cloud layer and below. The
general similarity between the aircraft and sounding profiles
indicates that the temperature field was fairly horizontally
homogeneous. The WB-57 temperature profile was inter-
polated to the model vertical grid, producing a minimum of
�77�C at the tropopause (15.3 km). The initial water vapor
profile is based upon measurements from the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) Laser Hygrometer [May, 1998] (Figure 2)
outside of the cloud boundaries. However, measurements
are not adequate for specifying the initial profile within the
cloud layer because of dehydration caused by the cloud
itself. Thus the initial water vapor (or RHI) profile (prior to
cloud formation) needed for the simulations is highly
uncertain. To account for this problem, the initial RHI
profile in the cirrus region (�13–14.5 km) is given by
RHI = RHIth + DRHI, where RHIth is the threshold relative
humidity defined by KC04a and DRHI � 2%. Relating the
initial RHI profile to RHIth is done out of convenience since
this shortens the time for nucleation to occur. Varying the
initial RHI profile mostly impacts the timing of cirrus
formation and does not significantly influence the results
otherwise (see section 4.2.5).
[25] After this modification, our initial RHI is higher

than the WB-57 data (Figure 2) in the layer between �13
and 15.5 km as was also suggested by Jensen et al.
[2005], but still lower than the RHIcr. Thus some forcing
or trigger mechanism is required to increase humidity
above RHIcr and initiate significant ice nucleation. Jensen
et al. [2005] imposed temperature oscillations associated
with gravity waves that enhance nucleation; however, they
noted the difficulty in representing the entire spectrum of
perturbations since only limited information from sound-
ings and aircraft measurements was available. In our
simulations, the vertical velocities described below serve
as a trigger mechanism by decreasing temperature and thus
increasing relative humidity until RHIcr is reached and

Figure 1. Vertical temperature profiles measured by JPL
lidar (solid line), WB57F Navigational Meteorological Data
(open circles) from about 2145 to 2230 UTC, and
radiosonde in Miami (solid circles) released at 20.44.

Figure 2. Initial profiles of RHI for heterogeneous (solid
circles) and homogeneous (crosses) nucleation compared to
the threshold RHIth(T) and data obtained with JPL laser
hygrometer on board the WB57 from about 2145 and 2200
UTC (solid line).
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significant ice nucleation begins within 1–2 hours after
start of simulations.

3.2. Dynamical Forcing

[26] A first guess of vertical velocity w was obtained from
mesoscale model output described by Xue et al. [2003] at
this location during the period 2000–2200 UTC on 13 July.
These vertical velocities are roughly characterized by par-
abolic profiles with a maximum of 0.5–2 cm s�1 near the
center of the observed cirrus, and negative values of �0.5 to
�1.0 above and beneath the cloud layer at z � 13 and z 
18 km respectively (D. Wang, personal communication,
2004). Satisfactory agreement with observations is reached
using parabolic w profiles with maxima of 0.5 cm s�1 and
1 cm s�1 for heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation,
respectively. These values decrease to �0.5 cm s�1 at the
model boundaries of 12 and 18 km in agreement with the
mesoscale model. The sensitivity to w is illustrated in
Table 1 in section 4.
[27] The WB-57 ice supersaturation measurements indi-

cate a vertical velocity mode oscillating with periodicity of
3–5 min. These oscillations are consistent with observa-
tions in cirrus [e.g., Quante and Starr, 2002] showing a
maximum in the vertical velocity turbulence spectrum
associated with frequencies ftur � 0.01–0.1 Hz with
corresponding times ttur = 2p/ftur = 60–600 s. The effects
of turbulence in the simulations were estimated by super-
imposing random vertical velocities w0 onto the synoptic-
scale w described above. Values of w0 were calculated for
periods of 300 s (corresponding with a Lagrangian time-
scale for turbulence) assuming a Gaussian distribution with
standard deviation ws

0 and a mean of zero. Following Jensen
et al. [2005], advective tendencies were set to zero so that
the models essentially track a Lagrangian column of air; that
is, wind shear is neglected. However, wind shear was most
likely not important in this study since the simulations are of

short duration and the cloud was observed only a few hours
after its formation [Jensen et al., 2005].

3.3. Cloud and Aerosol Microphysical Characteristics

[28] Cloud and aerosol microphysical characteristics were
obtained from the Cloud, Aerosol, and Precipitation Spec-
trometer (CAPS-SPP 100) instrument [Baumgardner et al.,
2002] that was included as part of the WB-57 payload. The
aerosol profile used in the models is based upon CAPS-SPP
100 measurements (Figure 3b). The total concentration of
particles with a diameter larger than 0.35 mm (Figure 3a)
had a maximum of �1–2 �105 L�1 in a narrow layer just
beneath the tropopause (�14.5–15.4 km). This layer was
likely produced by aerosols that were transported from the
boundary layer by deep convection; a trajectory analysis
described by Jensen et al. [2005] showed that air parcels in
the tropopause layer originated in regions of deep convec-
tion 2–5 days previously. Although the CAPS-SPP 100
measurements only include particles with a diameter larger
than 0.35 mm, these particles are most important in terms of
their contribute most to the nucleation rates [PK97; Rogers
et al., 1998, 2001; Chen et al., 1998; KC04a; KC05],
inclusion of smaller particles has little impact on the
simulations. We also note that although the CAPS-SPP
100 measurements included regions within the cloud layer,
contamination of these measurements by ice crystals and
depletion of aerosols by nucleation and precipitation scav-
enging are unimportant since only a very small fraction of
the aerosol population (�0.1%) is nucleated through either
homogeneous or heterogeneous freezing. Thus results are
relatively insensitive to a decrease of the specified aerosol
concentration within certain limits and with assumed suffi-
ciently high ice nucleability of aerosol as will be illustrated
in section 4.
[29] During CRYSTAL-FACE, chemical analysis of the

crystal residue revealed an insoluble fraction of �44% for

Table 1. Results of the Sensitivity Tests of Cloud Propertiesa

Run, Varied
Parameter

Parameter

Contact
Parameter m wmax, cm s�1 Turbulence ad/b, mm tnuc, min Ni,max, L

�1 di,max, % IWCmax, mg m�3 zl, km 6 h

Heterogeneous Nucleation Mode
1, baseline 0.4 0.5 no 0.07/10 90 212 81.6 1.7 12.5
2, ad = 0.035 0.4 0.5 no 0.035/20 90 315 81.6 1.2 12.5
3, ad = 1 0.4 0.5 no 1/0.7 90 43 81.6 1.8 <12.0 at 4h
4, m = �0.1 0.1 0.5 no 0.07/10 150 132 83.9 1.2 12.7
5, m = �0.1 –0.1 0.5 no 0.07/10 185 103 85.7 1.1 13.0
6, em = 1% 0.4 0.5 no 0.07/10 140 185 83.5 1.4 12.7
7, wm = 1 cm/s 0.4 1.0 no 0.07/10 50 524 84.0 2.0 12.5
8, DRHI = �6% 0.4 0.5 no 0.07/10 210 209 78.7 0.6 13.6
9, Na,m = 2 cm�3 0.4 0.5 no 0.07/10 90 176 81.9 1.8 12.5
10, w0 = ±33cm/s 0.4 0.5 yes 0.07/10 80 655 82.6 1.2 12.7

Homogeneous Nucleation Mode
11, wm = 1cm/s � � � 1.0 no 0.07/10 50 148 104.5 1.9 <12.0
12, wm = 1cm/s � � � 1.0 no 0.035/20 50 253 104.7 1.6 12.2
13, ad = 1 � � � 1.0 no 1/0.7 50 57 104.1 2.4 <12.03.5h
14, wm = 0.5cm/s � � � 0.5 no 0.035/20 100 64 101.3 1.1 13.0
15, w0 = ±33cm/s � � � 1.0 yes 0.035/20 20 490 106.3 1.8 12.3

aInput parameters: nucleation mode, contact parameter m, and misfit strain e, maximum vertical velocity wmax, presence of random fluctuations w0

(turbulence), deposition coefficient ad and kinetic correction b, maximum aerosol concentration Na,m. Output parameters: Ni,max is the maximum crystal
concentration at nucleation, L�1; di,max is the maximum (critical) ice supersaturation, %; IWCmax is the maximum IWC, mg m�3; zl is the cloud lower
boundary after 6 hours of model time.
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the 7 flights over the Florida region [Cziczo et al., 2004].
The case of 13 July was characterized by approximately the
same insoluble fraction as the average of these 7 Florida
flights (D. Cziczo, personal communication, 2004). Note
that these observations do not include flights during the
Saharan dust event at the end of July, when significant
insoluble material was present in aerosols [DeMott et al.,
2003; Sassen et al., 2003]. It is likely that the insoluble
material observed on 13 July also consisted of crustal
material and dust brought into the region by long-range
transport (D. Cziczo, personal communication, 2004).

4. Formation and Evolution of the Cirrus Cloud
in the Models

4.1. Case Description and Observations

[30] The thin cirrus that formed near the tropopause on 13
July during CRYSTAL-FACE is described in detail by
Jensen et al. [2004, 2005]. Trajectory and model analyses
suggest that deep convection did not provide ice crystals in
the tropopause layer; rather, the cloud formed because of
local cooling and in situ ice nucleation [Jensen et al., 2005].
The cloud layer extended across southern Florida and well
into the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico and formed about
3–6 hours before it was observed [Jensen et al., 2005]. The
image taken by the Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL) on board the
ER-2 aircraft (Figure 4) over South Florida shows the cirrus
layer from 1830 to 2230 UTC with the upper and lower

boundaries at�15–16 and 13–14 km, respectively. Figure 4
(bottom) of the image shows that from 20.32 to 22.32 (this
includes the simulated period) the cloud was horizontally
homogeneous with rather weak variations of the boundaries.
[31] Several horizontal transects of the cloud layer over

the south Florida region were conducted with the WB-57.
Figure 5a shows the crystal number densities measured on
WB57 track at z = 15 km, Tc = �74�C by SPP100 from
20.30 to 21.48 in ‘‘pure cirrus’’ uncontaminated by contrails
(top and middle plots, from 20.30 to 	21.13) and effected
by contrails (right side of the middle plot and bottom plot,
from 	21.14 to 	21.46). The natural cirrus was distin-
guished from contrails in Figure 5a by carefully examining
the WB-57 flight track and the winds at flight altitude.
Contrails were identified by advecting the WB-57 contrail
with the ambient wind and colocating this position with
peaks in crystal concentration that were >2000 L�1 (and
occasionally as high as 9000 L�1, as shown from 2140 to
2142 in Figure 5a) similar to the techniques used by Lawson
et al. [1998] and Poellot et al. [1999]. The ice water content
(IWC) and mean radius corresponding to uncontaminated
cirrus in Figure 5a were generally in the range 0.2–1 mgm�3

and 12–15 mm (with occasional values of 25–40 mm),
respectively. The time series of RHI are shown in Figure 5b
for the time 73,000 to 75,000 s (	2015 to 2050 UTC). The
RHI calculated from JPL water vapor measurements has
maxima of 160–170% and minima of 115–125% (with error
estimated to be 11% [Gao et al., 2004]) and exhibits oscil-
lations with a periodicity of 250–300 s. There is no evident
correlation between oscillations of the microphysical param-
eters and RHI (or supersaturation). These features are inter-
preted below using the cloud models.

4.2. Heterogeneous Nucleation Mode
Without Turbulence

[32] The parameterization of heterogeneous nucleation
requires specification of the contact parameter m. Values
of m are uncertain, especially for internally mixed aerosols.
Earlier measurements suggested m = 0.62–0.73 for quartz
and beach sand, m = 0.36–0.42 for surface soil [PK97,
Table 5.2] and m = 0.44–0.57 for soot that may constitute
insoluble carbonaceous fraction of aerosols [Kärcher et al.,
1996]. In the baseline run the contact parameter was chosen
as m = 0.4, which is in the middle of the cited region, and
may be representative of some soil and crustal materials
found in the chemical analysis of the ice residue during
CRYSTAL-FACE [Cziczo et al., 2004]. The values of m
were varied in the other runs down to zero and negative
values as measured recently by Hung et al. [2003]. We
assume values of zero for the parameter of misfit strain and
the relative active site area, since the data were not avail-
able. The sensitivity to misfit strain parameter and m is
described later in this section.
4.2.1. Baseline Run
[33] The formation and evolution of the cloud is illustrated

in Figure 6 from the baseline run of the bin model with
the following parameters: heterogeneous nucleation mode,
parabolic regular vertical velocity with max of 0.5 cm s�1,
no random w0, and the kinetic parameter b = 10 mm
(deposition coefficient ad = 0.07). The simulated cloud is
qualitatively similar to the lidar image (see Figure 4).
Crystal nucleation begins at t � 90–100 min as two distinct

Figure 3. (a) Total particle concentration (L�1) with
diameters d  0.35 mm from CAPS and SPP-100 Composite
Size Spectra (solid circles, only every 10th experimental
point is plotted); (b) approximation with a stepwise function
in the models (open circles, only every 6th experimental
point is plotted).
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impulses (maximum concentration �210 L�1) at z = 14.5
and 15 km with T = �73 to �75�C (Figure 1) and ice
supersaturation of 70–80% (Figure 6e). A third nucleation
impulse occurs at t � 150 min and z = 13.8 km with smaller
concentration of 60 L�1. Although large ice supersatura-
tions persist, RHI falls below the critical value for nucle-
ation after the primary nucleation events at 90–150 min
because of vapor deposition by the crystals, and there is no
additional nucleation (the maximum RHI in Table 1 is
slightly larger than the RHIcr described in section 2.3).
[34] Thus a negative feedback exists between the rates of

heterogeneous nucleation and crystal growth. This feedback
is caused by the humidity effects (solution composition
effects) as described by the KC00, KC04a, and KC05
scheme and is similar to that described for homogeneous
nucleation [e.g., Jensen et al., 1994, 1996, 2005; DeMott et
al., 1994; Khvorostyanov et al., 2001; Khvorostyanov and
Sassen, 2002; Lin et al., 2002; Kärcher and Lohmann,
2002] and to the feedbacks in previous simulations of
heterogeneous nucleation [e.g., DeMott et al., 1997, 1998;
Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003; Gierens, 2003]. The feedback
in our model is exponential and stronger than the power law
in DeMott et al.’s [1997, 1998] parameterization based on
chamber experiments with relatively hydrophobic soot.
Account for various aerosol mixtures may smooth the
freezing rates and make KC04a, DeMott et al. [1997] and

similar schemes closer. Incorporation of these effects will
require a more detailed comparison of the model with field
and chamber data with natural aerosols and a modification
of our current application of KC04a and KC05.
[35] Crystal growth in the baseline run is very slow

because of the low temperatures and kinetic effect with b
= 10 mm. The IWC reaches 0.1 mg m�3 after 40–60 min of
cloud development, and 0.8–1 mg m�3 after 3–4 hours
(Figure 6b). The crystal mean radius for much of the
simulation does not exceed 10–15 mm except for the lower
layer where it reaches 25–28 mm after 3 – 4 hours
(Figure 6c). Because of the crystal small sizes, precipitation
is slow and a relatively narrow crystal plume with concen-
trations of 30–80 L�1 propagates in the layer 13.5–15 km
for several hours.
[36] The bulk model generally produces microphysical

characteristics for the cirrus layer similar to the bin model
for this run (Figure 7). Results are quite sensitive to the
specified spectral width parameter, p. Using a value of p = 0,
themodel initially produces nucleation impulses at a height of
14.5 to 15.5 km similar to the bin scheme, with a maximum
crystal concentration of 185 L�1. However, the maximum
IWC is about one half as large as in the bin model (�0.9
versus 1.7 mgm�3).With p = 3, the model produces values of
IWC similar to the bin model; however, the crystal concen-
tration ismuch smaller (maximumof 76L�1). This sensitivity

Figure 4. Time-height image of the cirrus layer measured by the ER2 lidar on 13 July 2002.
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to p is explained as follows. For a given IWC andNi, themean
crystal radius increases with p and approaches the value for a
monodisperse distribution, which is about 1.8 times larger
than the mean radius for a distribution with p = 0. A larger
mean crystal radius produces an increased depositional
growth rate; thus the IWC content increases with larger p.
However, faster crystal growth also quickly reduces RHI
below RHIcr and thus limits nucleation and crystal concen-
tration in the run with p = 3. As the size spectra produced by
the bin model evolve, a gap develops at sizes below 3–6 mm
as the smallest crystals grow and no additional nucleation
occurs (see section 4.5). Thus p should be smaller during
cloud formation consistent with large numbers of small,
recently nucleated crystals. As the cloud layer evolves, p
should be larger corresponding with the absence of small
crystals. A simulation in which p is allowed to vary in a
simple manner (p = 0 when IWC < 0.1 mg m�3,
corresponding with cloud formation, and p = 1.5 other-
wise) is able to produce values of both IWC and Ni (not
shown) similar to the bin model. Additional work is

needed to improve the parameterized size spectra in the
bulk model.
[37] In the bulk scheme using a constant value of p,

changes in distribution shape occurring during sedimenta-
tion are not captured. Size sorting during sedimentation
leads to a narrowing of the size spectra toward cloud base,
which in turn limits further size sorting [Milbrandt and Yau,
2005]. Neglect of these changes in size distribution shape
leads to a greater separation of the mass and crystal
concentration, smaller IWC, and lower cloud base than
occurs in the bin model. Note that the IWC and cloud base
height are also quite sensitive to the parameterized crystal
fallspeed. The bulk model has a response similar to the bin
model for the sensitivity tests described later in this section;
these results are not shown here for the sake of brevity. In
particular, the bulk model results are sensitive to changes in
the deposition coefficient. Using a deposition coefficient �1
results in a much smaller crystal concentration (maximum
of 22 L�1), larger crystals, and more rapid sedimentation.
[38] Vertical profiles of the cloud microstructure and RHI

are shown in Figure 8. The profiles produced by both
models are in a reasonable agreement with the microphys-
ical data from CAPS-SPP100 and JPL laser humidity data
taken at around 2200 UTC. Most of the observed and
simulated mean crystal radii are between 10 and 15 mm,
with a few measurements of larger radii up to 30 mm. High
values of modeled supersaturation agree with the WB-57
data (Figures 5b, 6e, and 8d), although the simulated RHI is
higher than measured in the layer 13–14 km. This differ-
ence decreases with time because of vapor depletion in the
simulations.
[39] These results suggest that heterogeneous nucleation

as quantified here is capable of reproducing the observed
cloud, although the observations exhibit more variability in
the cloud field. Horizontal variability in the real aerosol and
thermodynamic fields may have imposed additional hetero-
geneity onto the observed cloud microphysical parameters
that cannot be captured by the 1-D model configuration.
[40] We analyze in detail the supersaturation and ice mass

budgets to better understand the evolution of the cloud. The
supersaturation is influenced in two ways: by the ‘‘absorp-
tion rate’’ resulting from water vapor uptake by crystals
d(IWC)/dt = �di/tsi and the ‘‘generation rate’’ due to
adiabatic cooling, which are the first and second terms,
respectively, on the right-hand side of the supersaturation
equation (5). Figure 6g shows that supersaturation genera-
tion is positive in the layer 13–16 km and reaches a
maximum of 2.7% h�1 at 14.8 km consistent with constant,
parabolic w. In contrast, supersaturation absorption rate
(Figure 6h) varies with time, reaching a maximum of
�60% h�1 30–40 min after the cloud formation (equivalent
to the deposition rate esi = dIWC/dt of 0.8–1 mg m�3 h�1,
Figure 6j) before decreasing to�10 to�20% h�1 (dIWC/dt =
0.2–0.4 mg m�3 h�1) after 4–5 hours. Since vapor absorp-
tion is slow, high ice supersaturations of 20–60% persist for
3–4 hours (Figure 6e). It is much higher than the equilibrium
supersaturation defined by equation (11), which is �3–5%
only because of the small w (Figure 6f).
[41] This difference is caused by the slowness of vapor

deposition in the cloud illustrated by the supersaturation
relaxation time tsi, which exceeds 1.5–2 hours in the center
of the cloud and increases to 5–10 hours to the boundaries

Figure 5. (a) Crystal number densities measured on
WB57 track at z = 15 km and Tc = �74�C by SPP100
from 2030 to 2148 UTC in ‘‘pure cirrus’’ uncontaminated
by contrails (top and middle plots, from 2030 to 	2113
UTC) and affected by contrails (right side of the middle plot
and lower plot, from 	2114 to 	2146 UTC). (b) RHI
measured by JPL laser hygrometer from 2017 to 2050 UTC.
The time corresponds to the top plot in Figure 5a.
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(Figure 6i). As the cloud evolves, the supersaturation
absorption rate becomes positive in the subcloud layer
because of crystal precipitation and evaporation, implying
moistening by the cloud. The supersaturation absorption
rate is 10–25 times greater than the generation rate during
the first 2–3 hours after cloud formation. A comparison of

di and di,eq (Figures 6e and 6f) illustrates the very slow
relaxation of ice supersaturation in cirrus from the critical
value �80% at t � 90 min to the equilibrium value as
described by (9). A tenfold decrease of di requires a time of
2.3tis (i.e., 4–10 hours in this example) if generation and
vertical exchange are absent. However, the vertical veloc-

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of cloud microphysical properties in the baseline run using the bin model
with heterogeneous nucleation mode, wmax = 0.5 cm s�1, b = 10 mm (ad 	 0.07), and w0 = 0. (a) Crystal
concentration, L�1; (b) IWC, mg m�3; (c) crystal mean radius, mm; (d) fraction of condensed ice, %; (e)
ice supersaturation, %; (f) equilibrium ice supersaturation, %; (g) supersaturation generation rate, % h�1;
(h) supersaturation absorption rate, % h�1; (i) supersaturation absorption time, min; and (j) deposition
rate, mg m�3 h�1.
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ities generate supersaturation of 10–20% during this time
and the equilibrium value is never reached. This explains
the large supersaturation observed in this cirrus.
[42] The large difference between di and di,eq means that

the supersaturation is in a strongly nonequilibrium state for
several hours. Thus ice mass growth will be significantly
biased in models that assume equilibrium supersaturation.
[43] The IWC relative to the mass of supersaturation can

be characterized by the ‘‘fraction of condensed ice,’’ FCI:

FCI ¼ IWC

IWC þ radið Þ : ð12Þ

The second term in the denominator radi is the ‘‘vapor
excess,’’ i.e., the ice supersaturation expressed in the same
mass units as IWC. This term is zero in models assuming

instantaneous conversion of all vapor excess into IWC (i.e.,
saturation adjustment) resulting in FCI = 1. Figure 6d shows
that FCI generally does not exceed 40–60%, and reaches
80% in the upper 1 km only after 3–4 hours of cloud
development. Similar results are obtained using the bulk
model (Figure 7a). This indicates that the IWC, IWP, optical
thickness and similar properties are much smaller than they
would be in models that assume zero supersaturation and
instantaneous condensation of all excess vapor.
4.2.2. Effect of the Deposition Coefficient
[44] The effect of the deposition coefficient is illustrated

in Table. 1 (runs 1–3). The most significant difference is the
concentration of nucleated crystals. With b = 20 mm (ad =
0.035), supersaturation generation exceeds absorption for a
longer duration than in the simulations with b = 0 or 10 mm,
resulting in RHW persisting above the nucleation critical

Figure 7. Bulk model results with heterogeneous nucleation mode. (a–e) Results with spectral width
parameter p = 0, crystal concentration, L�1; IWC, mg m�3; crystal mean radius, mm; ice supersaturation,
%; and fraction of condensed ice, %. (f–j) Same fields with p = 3.
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value. This produces maximum of Ni,max = 315 L�1, 50%
greater than the baseline case with b = 10 mm and 5–10
times greater than the simulation with ad � 1 or b = 0
(Ni,max = 44 L�1, much lower than observed by CAPS-
SPP 100). Faster growth due to ad � 1 leads to larger
crystals and IWC. These larger crystals precipitate rapidly
and lead to the lower cloud boundary reaching the lower
computational domain (12 km) (by t � 5 h) in disagree-
ment with the lidar image. Surprisingly, despite the faster
crystal growth, supersaturations are larger (especially in
the upper layer 15.3 km) and the fraction of condensed ice
is smaller. This is caused by slower supersaturation ab-
sorption due to low crystal concentrations and rapid
sedimentation of crystals from the upper layer, thereby
limiting dehydration of the UT.
4.2.3. Effect of the Contact Parameter m and Misfit
Strain Parameter E

[45] The sensitivity of this heterogeneous ice scheme to m
is illustrated in Table 1. With lower values m = 0.1 and �0.1
(runs 4, 5), nucleation begins later by 60 and 95 min at RHI
higher by �2 and 4%, with maximum crystal concentrations
of 132 and 103 L�1, respectively. At a minimum value m =
�1, the critical energy of heterogeneous nucleation
increases and reaches the value for homogeneous nucle-
ation. Thus lowering m results in higher values of RHIcr,
lower crystal concentrations, and smaller IWC. However,
even for metal oxide particles (that are known components

of mineral dust particles) with m � 0 to �0.1 [Hung et al.,
2003], the model is able to reasonably simulate the observed
cloud. Increasing the misfit strain parameter e from 0 to 1%
(run 6) (and hence decreasing the nucleability of the
particles) has an effect similar to reducing m. The RHIcr is
higher by �2% and nucleation occurs later with a slight
decrease in the maximum crystal concentration compared to
baseline. We could hypothesize that if aerosols with different
e and m are present within a population of aerosols, the most
active particles would nucleate first, depleting supersatura-
tion and suppressing nucleation of less active particles.
Verification of this hypothesis requires a generalization of
the nucleation scheme [KC04a, KC05] with account for
various e andmwithin the aerosol distribution and is planned
for future model development.
4.2.4. Effect of Vertical Velocity
[46] The effect of vertical velocity is illustrated with the run

7 in Table 1. With a twofold increase of wmax versus the
baseline rune, the maximum crystal concentration Nc,max

increases to 524 L�1 (i.e., by �2.5), IWC reaches 2 mg m�3.
This increase in Nc,max by a factor of �2.5 is similar to
parcel model results described by KC05 that showed an
increase of 2.6 for a doubling of vertical velocity.
4.2.5. Effect of Initial RHI
[47] The effect of initial RHI is shown in Table 1 (run 8).

In this run, the initial perturbation DRHI is chosen as �6%
instead of 2% as in the baseline run. Nucleation begins at

Figure 8. Vertical profiles for the same baseline run without turbulence as in Figure 6 of (a) crystal
concentration, (b) IWC, (c) crystal mean radius at t = 3 hours simulated with the bin model (solid circles)
and bulk model (rhombs) compared to the measurements by CAPS-SPP100 (circles with crosses) at
around 2200 UTC, and (d) simulated RHI at this time (solid circles and rhombs) compared to the data
from JPL laser at around 2200 UTC (circles with crosses).
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210 min, compared to 90 min in the baseline run. However,
Nc varies little from baseline values, although IWC is lower
by the end of run because of shorter cloud development.
Additional runs with lower initial RHI (not shown) further
suggest the insensitivity of nucleation to initial RHI, al-
though in these runs cloud layer temperature tends to be
lower than observed.
4.2.6. Effect of Initial Aerosol Concentration
[48] The effect of initial aerosol concentration was esti-

mated by reducing the initial maximum concentration by
100 times from 200 to 2 cm�3 (run 9 in Table 1). The
maximum Nc at nucleation is 176 L�1, 17% lower than in
the baseline simulation, the maximum di is 0.3% higher, the
difference decreases with time because of vertical mixing
and all cloud properties are very similar to the baseline run.
Thus the results show a weak sensitivity to a reduction of
aerosol concentration by two orders of magnitude. Note that
these results are obtained with the heterogeneous KC ice
scheme assuming sufficiently high ice nucleability of aero-
sol. If the nucleability was lower, we can hypothesize that
the role of heterogeneous nucleation could be possibly
smaller with decreasing aerosol concentration, then both
homogeneous and heterogeneous modes could act together
or homogeneous mode could dominate similar to parameter-
izations of the heterogeneous freezing by soot inclusions
[e.g., DeMott et al., 1997, 1998; Gierens, 2003]. This

sensitivity study is beyond the scope of this paper and is
planned for future work.

4.3. Bin Model: Heterogeneous Nucleation Mode
With Turbulent Vertical Velocities

[49] The existence of observed fluctuations in the super-
saturation field indicates vertical velocity fluctuations asso-
ciated with turbulence or waves. To simulate the effects of
turbulent velocity fluctuations, a simulation was performed
with a random vertical velocity superimposed on the regular
parabolic velocity profile and the same parameters used in
the baseline run described above (Figure 9 and run 10 in
Table 1). As described in section 3, a Gaussian distribution
of w0 is assumed with a standard deviation of 10 cm s�1 and
maximum amplitude of 33 cm s�1 (Figure 9d). These
w0 produce supersaturation generation rates of ±180% h�1

and supersaturation fluctuations of ±15% (Figure 9e) similar
to observed fluctuations of 10–20% (see Figure 5b). There-
fore the threshold humidity is reached earlier in updrafts and
nucleation begins at 80 min. Large supersaturation genera-
tion rates due to w0 and slow absorption implies a super-
saturation farther from equilibrium (Figure 9f) than in the
baseline run. Vapor excess is comparable or higher than
IWC and FCI < 30–50% for most of the simulation.
[50] The initial crystal concentration is 655 L�1, much

higher than in the baseline run because of larger vertical

Figure 9. Effect of turbulence (random w0) on temporal evolution of cloud microphysical properties
using the bin model with heterogeneous nucleation mode, b = 10 mm (ad 	 0.07), and wmax = 0.5 cm s�1:
(a) crystal concentration, L�1; (b) IWC, mg m�3; (c) crystal mean radius, mm; (d) vertical velocity,
cm s�1; (e) ice supersaturation, %; and (f) equilibrium ice supersaturation calculated with crystal
concentration and mean radius as described in the text.
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velocities associated with w0. However, the velocity fluctua-
tions lead to rapid vertical transport of crystals, depleting
supersaturation in a wider layer and producing ‘‘smoother’’
nucleation in a single impulse. The overall values of Ni

(100–50 L�1) are smaller than in the case with w0 = 0.
Values of IWC (0.5–1 mg m�3) and mean crystal radius
(13–15 mm) are quite comparable to the baseline run. These
quantities exhibit small-scale fluctuations, although these
fluctuations are much smaller than observed (Figure 5a).
Short-lived (5 min) vertical velocity perturbations do not
cause a large increase in the crystal radii because they are
‘‘filtered’’ by slow vapor deposition corresponding with
large supersaturation absorption time tsi � 2–3 h.

4.4. Homogeneous Nucleation Mode

[51] Several runs were performed to study the impact of
homogeneous nucleation on the cloud microphysical struc-
ture (runs 11–15 in Table 1). The homogeneous mode is
included by assuming fully soluble aerosols which prevents
heterogeneous nucleation. The results with homogeneous
nucleation are similar to the runs with heterogeneous
nucleation, except that higher vertical velocities were re-
quired to produce a cloud similar to observations. An
example of cirrus formation with homogeneous nucleation,
wmax = 1 cm s�1, and the other parameters as in the baseline
heterogeneous run (b = 10 mm (ad = 0.07), w0 = 0) is shown

in Figure 10. The crystal concentrations, IWC, mean radii,
and fraction of condensed ice are similar to the baseline run
with heterogeneous nucleation (see Figures 6–8). However,
Table 1 shows that there is a substantial difference in the
maximum RHI reached in the simulations: RHImax(z =
15 km) = 204.5% in the case with homogeneous nucleation
and is much smaller (�181–185%) for the runs with
heterogeneous nucleation, even with decreased m and
increased e. Thus the critical humidity is 15–20% higher
for homogeneous nucleation, in agreement with recent
chamber experiments [Zuberi et al., 2002]. These results
suggest that if aerosol containing a sufficient amount of
insoluble material is present and its ice nucleation ability is
sufficiently high (so that they may potentially serve as IN),
heterogeneous nucleation will start earlier and prevent
homogeneous nucleation since RHI will not reach the RHIcr
required for homogeneous nucleation; however, if the
aerosol is mostly soluble, or the insoluble components are
less efficient IN than presumed, then homogeneous nucle-
ation will prevail or both modes may act together in
agreement with the findings of DeMott et al. [1994, 1997,
1998], Sassen and Benson [2000], Khvorostyanov et al.
[2001], Lin et al. [2002], and Gierens [2003].
[52] Because of the higher critical humidity, the supersat-

uration and its relaxation rate are higher in the homoge-
neous nucleation case (minima were �80% h�1 in run 9

Figure 10. Temporal evolution of cloud microphysical properties using the bin model with
homogeneous nucleation mode, kinetic correction b = 20 mm, wmax = 1 cm s�1, without turbulence
(random w0 = 0): (a) crystal concentration, L�1; (b) IWC, mg m�3; (c) crystal mean radius, mm; (d) vapor
excess; (e) ice supersaturation, %; and (f) equilibrium ice supersaturation calculated with crystal
concentration and mean radius as described in the text.
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versus �55% h�1 in run 1). As the RHI is �20% higher
with homogeneous nucleation, it relaxes from the critical
values �204% to 130–150% during longer time of 3–5
hours. Note that the WB-57 measurements of RHI did not
exceed �170–180% (Figures 5b and 7d), which is much
lower than the critical values required for homogeneous
nucleation but comparable to critical RHI required for
heterogeneous nucleation for the assumed aerosol parame-
ters. These results provide additional evidence for the
potential dominance of heterogeneous nucleation in
the cirrus layer as suggested by Cziczo et al. [2004] on
the basis of chemical analysis.
[53] Simulations with homogeneous nucleation and vary-

ing b (ad) exhibit features similar to the corresponding
sensitivity tests with heterogeneous nucleation (Table 1).
The run 13 with ad = 1 (b = 0.7 mm) results in crystal
concentration 3–6 times smaller and IWC and mean radius
more than two times larger compared to run 11 (with b =
10 mm). A run 12 with ad = 0.035 (b = 20 mm) produces
crystal concentration 60% larger, although the cloud micro-
structure and humidity are similar to that of run 11. A
twofold decrease in w (run 14) causes a 2.3-fold decrease in
Nc. A run 15 incorporating w0 with the same parameters as
the baseline homogeneous run shows that the general effect
of w0 is similar in the cases with heterogeneous or homo-
geneous nucleation.
[54] The bulk model is generally able to capture the bin

model results for homogeneous nucleation, although the
maximum crystal concentration of 80 L�1 is less than the
corresponding bin simulation. Differences in the IWC and
cloud base height between the bulk and bin simulations are
similar to the results for heterogeneous mode. Not surpris-
ingly, the bulk model run with homogeneous nucleation
exhibits similar sensitivity to the spectral index parameter p,
the parameterized fallspeed, and deposition coefficient as
was described for the run with heterogeneous nucleation.

4.5. Size Spectra

[55] Crystal size spectra and their evolution determine
cloud optical properties, mass budget and the other features
considered in the previous sections. A comparison of the
size spectra measured by CAPS at various altitudes at about
2200 UTC and simulated in the baseline run at 3 hours
(both corresponding to the vertical profiles in Figure 8) are
shown in Figure 11. A reasonable agreement is seen at radii
greater 2–3 mm, and an increasing discrepancy at smaller
radii: the simulated spectra decrease toward small sizes
while experimental spectra increase and exhibit some sort
of a minimum (gap) at ri � 2 mm. The origin of this gap is
unclear.
[56] It is obvious that the crystal size spectra should be

limited from the lower sizes (>2–3 mm at this time) since
Si,cr is lower than the critical value and new nucleation is
inhibited, thus the small crystals in cirrus (left branch in the
spectra) should gradually vanish with time. The simulated
spectra illustrate this fact in agreement with the other similar
simulations [e.g., Jensen et al., 1994, 2005; Khvorostyanov
and Sassen, 1998b, 2002; Fridlind et al., 2004]. The aerosol
spectrum naturally decreases with radius. Therefore we can
hypothesize that the left branch of the spectra at r < 2 mm
represents aerosol particles in agreement with aerosol mea-
surements that showed maximum concentrations in submi-

cron fraction [Cziczo et al., 2004], and the right branch at r >
2 mm represents crystals. Then their superposition may create
this gap (here at r� 2–3 mm) similar to that existing in liquid
clouds between the droplets and unactivated CCN. This
could be clarified if the shapes of the particles in these
branches were different, spherical for aerosol and nonspher-
ical for crystals. Unfortunately, the CAPS data cannot con-
firm or reject this assumption, they indicate spherical shapes
of all particles less than 15 mm [Baumgardner et al., 2005];
that is, larger crystals are also spherical in this case. Plotted
together in Figure 11b simulated crystal and aerosol size
spectra also exhibit a gap, and these merged spectra are
similar to those measured in this case and to those in liquid
clouds. This uncertainty indicates the necessity of the
further experimental studies on the nature of this small
fraction.
[57] The slopes of the simulated crystal spectra are a little

higher (the spectra are narrower) at radii greater�30–40 mm
than those measured since the single column models do not
account for the mixing among the columns that leads to the

Figure 11. Measured and simulated size spectra. (a)
Composite spectra measured by CAPS at the heights
indicated in the legend during steep descent at about 2200
UTC; (b) simulated in the baseline run crystal size spectra at
3 hours and aerosol size spectra for three lognormal modes
(Aitken, rm = 0.008 mm, s = 1.8; accumulation, rm = 0.02
mm, s = 2.1; and coarse, rm = 0.2 mm, s = 2.2); and (c)
simulated crystal spectra with combined aerosol modes
compared to the measured spectra at two heights.
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broadening of the spectra. However, the spectra at these
large radii are 3–4 orders smaller than in maxima near
10–15 mm and this discrepancy does not cause a notice-
able error.
[58] Evolution of the crystal size spectra in baseline run

with heterogeneous nucleation is shown in Figure 12 with
20-min intervals (recall, the first nucleation occurred at 1 hour
30min, see Figure 6).Until 2 hours 40min, themodal radii are
located mostly in the range 1–7 mm, and some spectra are
bimodal, which is caused by the different ages of the crystals
nucleated at various times and levels, and by the different
growth rates at various levels. After 3 hours (90 min of cloud
development), the spectra become monomodal, and more
homogeneous because of the vertical turbulent mixing; the
modal radii reach and exceed 10mm, and themaxima decrease
because of crystal fallout.
[59] A remarkable feature of these size spectra is that after

1h 30 of cloud evolution there exists a ‘‘cutoff’’ of the
spectra near the lower limit, caused by the absence of
the freshly nucleated crystals below Si,cr, and it is moving
to the larger radii all the time. The absence of this optically
most active fraction substantially decreases optical
thickness of cirrus, makes them more transparent and
fundamentally differs them from the liquid clouds, where
this small fraction is always present.

5. Conclusions

[60] A unique and extensive data set of cirrus properties
collected on 13 July 2002 during CRYSTAL-FACE
provided the basis for using bin and bulk cloud models to
interpret the observations and to develop recommendations
for large-scale models.
[61] The following conclusions can be drawn regarding

processes occurring in the 13 July cloud:
[62] 1. The simulated with the new heterogeneous ice

nucleation scheme [KC04a, KC05] cloud microphysical
properties (number concentration, mean size, IWC) were
similar to observations, indicating that tropopause cirrus can
potentially form as a result of heterogeneous freezing of
internally mixed aerosols (containing soluble and insoluble
fractions). The potential for mixed aerosols to serve as IN in
the cirrus layer is consistent with measurements during
CRYSTAL-FACE that showed comparable amounts of
soluble and insoluble components in cirrus ice residue and
aerosols. Results were sensitive to the aerosol nucleation
parameters, particularly, to the contact parameter m deter-
mined by the physicochemical properties of aerosol. This
suggests the need for additional measurements and exper-
imental data to better quantify m and other parameters
associated with aerosol particles that act as IN.
[63] 2. Simulations using homogeneous nucleation theory

with heterogeneous mode turned off were also able to
produce microphysical properties comparable to observa-
tions; hence the homogeneous mode cannot be excluded.
The dominance of either heterogeneous or homogeneous
nucleation in tropopause cirrus likely impacts how these
clouds (and hence their radiative forcing and role in UT
dehydration) respond to aerosol modification and changes
in upper tropospheric temperature or RH.
[64] 3. The critical RHI, i.e., RHI at which significant

nucleation occurred, was 70–80% at these cold temper-

atures for heterogeneous nucleation onset (with the assumed
aerosol parameters), and 15–20% higher for homogeneous
nucleation, consistent with recent chamber experiments
[Zuberi et al., 2002]. With a decrease in contact parameter
m, the critical ice supersaturation for heterogeneous nucle-
ation tended toward that for homogeneous nucleation;
however, even with m = �0.1, the critical RHI was still
much smaller for heterogeneous nucleation. These results
suggest that if aerosols containing a sufficient amount of
insoluble material (so that they may potentially serve as IN)
are present, heterogeneous nucleation will occur at lower ice
supersaturation and limit RHI to values below the RHIcr for
homogeneous nucleation. This finding is consistent with
previous modeling studies. If the aerosol fraction differs
widely over localized regions, both modes of nucleation
may occur. The modes of ice nucleation could be clarified
by the chemical analysis of cirrus ice residue obtained over
localized regions (i.e., over short horizontal flight tracks).
[65] 4. The calculated supersaturation relaxation time

ranged from �1–2 hours in the center of the cloud to 3–
6 hours near the boundaries because of the small crystal
sizes of 10–20 mm and fairly low number densities of
50–200 L�1. When weak upward vertical velocities of
0.5–1 cm s�1 were present, the resulting supersaturation
generation, combined with this slow relaxation time,
produces high supersaturations that persist much longer
in the cloud layer. Decrease in the deposition coefficient ad

leads to a further increase in the relaxation time. These
features may explain the high values of ice supersaturation
(30–80%) observed in the cloud. Satisfactory agreement of
the crystal number densities, sizes, and cloud thickness with
observations can be reached with ad � 0.07 for both nucle-
ation modes (this value is comparable with those used in the
other cirrus parcel models). Values ad � 1 (Maxwellian
growth) led to small number densities, larger crystal sizes,
and larger IWC than were observed. Low values ofadmay be
caused by surface impurities that may act as surfactants. Note
that experimental values of ad remain uncertain, additional
work is needed to clarify this parameter.
[66] 5. Analysis of the supersaturation budget showed

that the rate of supersaturation absorption by the crystals
substantially exceeded supersaturation generation rate (up to
15–25 times) during the first 3–6 hours after formation.
The supersaturation was intermediate between the initial
critical and equilibrium values with very slow relaxation for
several hours; it was essentially nonequilibrium in this
cloud and did not reach equilibrium values by the end of
the simulated period.
[67] 6. The large values of the supersaturation relaxation

time tsi lead to an effective filtering of the vertical velocity
fluctuations with the frequencies higher than wsi � 2p/tsi =
2p/(1–2 h); so that the supersaturation field exhibits these
fluctuations, but crystal absorption and thus the cloud
microphysical properties do not. Hence the crystals behave
like a passive tracer with respect to the turbulent fluctua-
tions with w  wsi. This should be accounted for in deriving
general equations that describe crystal growth and cloud
properties in a turbulent atmosphere and in selecting appro-
priate scales for temporal and spatial averaging of the
microphysical properties.
[68] 7. We calculated the ‘‘fraction of condensed ice’’

(FCI; the ratio of IWC to the sum of IWC and uncondensed
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Figure 12. Evolution of size spectra in baseline run with heterogeneous nucleation, wmax = 0.5 cm s�1,
b = 10 mm, w0 = 0.
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vapor excess) that characterizes the difference between this
approach with detailed evaluation of supersaturation and
microphysics parameterizations that assume zero supersat-
uration. The simulated values of FCI were 40–60% for
several hours and reached 80% in the upper layer only after
3–4 hours of cloud development. This indicates that the
IWC and optical thickness are much smaller than they
would be in models that assume zero supersaturation and
instantaneous condensation of all excess vapor. This high
and long-lasting vapor excess that occurs with both hetero-
geneous and homogeneous nucleation schemes is in agree-
ment with and an explanation of the observed climatology
of high frequency of ice supersaturation in cirrus [Gierens et
al., 2000; Jensen et al., 2001; Comstock et al., 2004].
[69] 8. The simulated with the spectral bin model crystal

size spectra are in reasonable agreement with the measured
by CAPS spectra at radii larger than 2–3 mm. At smaller
radii, the measured spectra increase and simulated spectra
decrease with decreasing radius. This discrepancy can be
attributed to the contribution of the small aerosol fraction
that had a maximum in submicron region. The merged
aerosol-crystal spectra are in better agreement with the
CAPS measurements, however this comparison indicates a
necessity of further studies of the nature of the small
fraction. A distinguishing feature of the simulated crystal
spectra is occurrence of the left limit (‘‘cutoff’’) near �3–
6 mm caused by the absence of freshly nucleated small
crystals at subcritical humidity. The absence of this optically
most active fraction makes cirrus clouds more transparent
relative to liquid clouds. The simulated crystal spectra are a
little narrower at radii greater �30–40 mm than measured
since the single column models do not account for the
broadening of the spectra due to mixing among the col-
umns. However, the spectra in this range are 3–4 orders
smaller than in maxima and this discrepancy is insignificant.
[70] 9. It should be noted that our application of the

[KC00, KC04a, KC05] heterogeneous nucleation scheme
assumes a single value of the contact parameter and a
sufficiently effective ice nucleation insoluble fraction. If
there is a spectrum of the aerosol nucleating parameters
(e.g., contact angle), the freezing process may be smoother.
This can be accounted for by integration of the nucleation
rates over the superposition of several aerosol fractions with
the spectrum of physicochemical properties. If the insoluble
components are less efficient IN than presumed, the homo-
geneous mode may play more important role and compete
with the heterogeneous mode. In such a case, the fraction of
frozen haze droplets may be smaller and closer to the
previous parameterizations based on chamber or field
experiments [e.g., DeMott et al., 1997, 1998]. However,
many previous parameterizations are based on limited data
sets and extrapolation to conditions outside of the experi-
mental conditions. The fundamental freezing properties of
the catalyzing insoluble fractions are still highly uncertain,
as well as the molecular mechanisms that determine their
action. This indicates the necessity of more detailed exper-
imental data on particle nucleability and a more detailed
comparison of the KC nucleation scheme with previous
parameterizations and a comprehensive verification against
the experimental data.
[71] Comparisons of the bin and bulk model results

showed that the bulk model reproduced many aspects of

the bin model simulation. The results were quite sensitive to
the parameterized spectral width parameter p. Using a value
of p = 0, the model was able to predict similar crystal
concentration but produced smaller IWC; with larger values
of p, the model predicted reasonable IWC but produced
smaller crystal concentrations. This sensitivity was attributed
to differences in the mean crystal radius and thus the crystal
growth rate using different values of p. By allowing p to vary
in a simple manner consistent with the evolving bin size
spectra, the IWC and crystal concentrations were both similar
to the bin simulation. These results suggest that the shape of
the crystal size spectra is important in bulk model simulations
of thin cirrus; bin model simulations and field observations
can be used to better characterize this parameter.
[72] Bulk model simulations were also quite sensitive to

the deposition coefficient. These results indicate that kinetic
effects on crystal growth should not be overlooked in bulk
models. However, including kinetic effects means that
crystal growth cannot in general be calculated analytically
and is thus computationally costly. For incorporation of
kinetic growth in climate and weather models, parameter-
izations or look-up tables need to be developed.
[73] Climate model simulation of dehydration and radia-

tive forcing due to thin cirrus are crucially dependent upon
the predicted crystal growth, sedimentation, and radiative
transfer, which are largely determined by the crystal con-
centration and size. In most bulk schemes used in climate
and weather models, the crystal concentration is given by
empirical formulations that are uncertain and often produce
unrealistically high concentrations at low temperatures. The
prediction of crystal concentration and detailed treatment of
ice nucleation allow for a more realistic representation of
the crystal size and concentration. In particular, the treat-
ment of ice nucleation considers dynamic adjustment in the
supersaturation and crystal generation rate due to vapor
deposition on existing crystals, limiting the number of
crystals nucleated and allowing for large supersaturations
and slow crystal growth as was observed. A limitation using
this approach, however, is that the time step must be small
(less than approximately a few seconds) in order to capture
this dynamic adjustment. In climate and weather models,
such a small time step is not practical. Using a longer time
step can lead to significant overprediction of the crystal
concentration. This points to the need for developing
parameterizations or look-up tables of the ice nucleation
rate that can be utilized with a longer time step.
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